
South Mumbai 

Dextrus Peninsula Coworking Space

www.dextrus.in

022 6260 0700

Website

Contact Number

01
 Dextrus Peninsula Coworking Space is packed with open spaces, 
utilities, adequate parking, and even an art gallery, making it a perfect 
place to work for everyone. This shared office space in South Mumbai 
has all basic facilities, including a conference room. Moreover they 
provide amenities such as high-speed internet, power backup, 
housekeeping, and a safe and sanitized work atmosphere.

Garage Coworking Coworking Space

www.thegarage.one

082918 15591

Website

Contact Number

02
Garage (Lower Parel)  is a stunning coworking space available in Lower 
Parel, Mumbai, directly across from Phoenix Mall. It has fully equipped 
interiors, a well-built infrastructure, a well-sanitized area, adequate 
lighting, and a serene working climate.It can be leased on a regular or 
monthly basis and is available 24 hours a day.

Empire Business Centre Coworking Space 

www.empirebusinesscentres.com

022 6274 5555

Website

Contact Number
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The Empire Business Centre, has been a popular workspace for a variety 
of companies looking to establish or expand their operations in Mumbai. 
They have aesthetically appealing, well-designed Offices which are 
abundantly illuminated, innovatively incorporate ‘nature’ elements to 
give them a perennially welcoming fee.

Workwise Coworking Space 

www.work-wise.com

022 6644 1900

Website

Contact Number
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WorkWise, a coworking space is redefining the modern workspace for 
forward-thinking freelancers, entrepreneurs and businesses. WorkWise 
is an invigorating congregation of like-minded people who value creative 
thinking, focus, and ambition. Private offices can be transformed into a 
place where team can flourish, collaborate, and work together.

Coworking Spaces in

http://www.dextrus.in
http://www.thegarage.one
http://www.empirebusinesscentres.com
http://www.work-wise.com


CoWrks Coworking Space

www.cowrks.com
Website

095386 11122
Contact Number
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CoWrks coworking space in South Mumbai is associated with a multitude 
of facilities, including a food court, a health and wellness center, a lifestyle 
lounge, and the best of social infrastructure, namely Smaaash, an elevated 
leisure and entertainment center, the Four Seasons hotel, and accessibility 
to the entire city via the Elphinstone Railway Station.

WeWork Coworking Space 

www.wework.co.in

1800 123 365 365

Website

Contact Number
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WeWork has established itself as a reputable brand. It has ultra-modern 
coworking spaces. They offer lovely shared office spaces  which have been 
thoughtfully built to satisfy everyone’s needs. You have access to a number 
of choices, including hot desks, dedicated workstations, private offices, 
and conference rooms.

Bootstart Coworking Space 

www.bootstart.in

086576 66000

Website

Contact Number
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Bootstart (Ballard Estate) is an Indian coworking network with twelve 
locations in five Cities of India. They have two addresses in Mumbai. 
Virtual offices, designated desks, day passes, and conference rooms are all 
available at Bootstart. Their spaces are light and open. Here, you will find 
all of the required amenities and individual comfort is prioritized. 

Regus Coworking Space 

www.regus.com

022 6818 1920

Website

Contact Number
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Regus is the most well-known brand of office space in the world.Their 
office structures are immaculate, with thoughtful designs that conform to 
modern ergonomics. This coworking space is worth it because of its variety 
and versatility, allowing you to advance your company with your expertise 
and comfort.

Ministry of New Mumbai Coworking Space 

www.ministryofnew.in

022 6635 6505

Website

Contact Number
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Ministry of New Mumbai Coworking Space design-inspired shared 
workspace for freelancers who want to be a part of a global creative 
culture. Their mission is to create a supportive, encouraging, innovative, 
efficient, and relaxing atmosphere for the members.  Their fully furnished 
room has a lovely window with lots of natural light and gives you and 
comforatble environment.

http://www.cowrks.com
http://www.wework.co.in
http://www.bootstart.in
http://www.regus.com
http://www.ministryofnew.in


Ikigai Connect Coworking Space

www.ikigaiconnect.com

098190 29131

Website

Contact Number
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The Ikigai Connect is a Coworking Space that welcomes all the startup 
owners, freelancers and entrepreneurs to be a part of their amazing 
community of workers and enhance their working style.The membership 
plans include Hot Desk, Dedicated Desk and Private Cabin with 
air-conditioned rooms.

Garage Coworking Space 

www.thegarage.one

082918 15591

Website

Contact Number
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Garage (Mangladas Road) Coworking Space is a collective of former 
venture capitalists, serial entrepreneurs, digital media specialists, 
investment bankers, and a number of other professionals. Day Passes, 
Dedicated Desks, Conference Areas, and Event Spaces are some of the 
membership plans they sell for hosting activities and seminars.

Smartworks Coworking Space 

www.smartworksoffice.com

075330 06855

Website

Contact Number

10
This coworking space stands out among South Mumbai’s coworking 
spaces because of its professional yet friendly atmosphere. Their flexible 
office spaces are becoming increasingly common as they ultimately 
eventually help boost employee productivity and creativity, apart from 
providing better networking opportunities and being cost- effective.

Garage Coworking Coworking Space

www.thegarage.one

082918 15591

Website

Contact Number
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The Garage (Marine Drive) Coworking space is a great mix of people 
from different walks of life. It includes all of the ready-to-use workspace 
options as well as luxury office amenities. Members have access to a 
number of modes of transportation for commuting to and from the 
space.

Arth Coworking Space

NA

NA

Website

Contact Number
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Arth Coworking Space is a newly built, spacious, and comfortable office 
space. At this shared office space, there is something for everyone, 
whether you are a freelancer starting out on your own, a start-up looking 
to fit a rising team, or an existing business looking for a well-equipped 
office space.

http://www.ikigaiconnect.com
http://www.thegarage.one
http://www.smartworksoffice.com
http://www.thegarage.one


Bootstart Coworking Space 

www.bootstart.in

086576 66000

Website

Contact Number
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Bootstart (Colaba) Coworking Space has the perfect combination of a 
corporate and non-corporate atmosphere that you may be looking for and 
it is a very cost-effective place to work at.These spaces are very adaptable 
and thoughtfully designed, taking into account the unique needs of the 
organizations.

http://www.bootstart.in

